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1. Introduction 

When the international economy is performing well there is little call 
for reform of the international financial system or of the institution 
entrusted with its supervision, the IMF (the Fund). But when things 
are not going according to script, cries for far-reaching reforms are 
loud and come from every corner. Most fundamental reforms are 
long term in nature and do little to alleviate an immediate crisis; dis
cussions invariably focus on a few high-profile issues; discussions and 
negotiations are not simple; and, in the middle of a crisis, mundane 
but helpful measures may be overlooked. 

With the onset of the Asian (global) crisis in the summer of 
1997, the IMF became the target of criticisms; the attack has been re
lentless, coming from many quarters, especially from the US Con
gress and a few high-profile academics. IMF lending policies (condi
tionality or, in other words, the policy prescriptions and conditions 
that are attached to a given country's program), IMF's ability to pre
vent crises (early warning mechanism) and the problem of moral haz
ard have been the focus of many of these attacks. Specifically, it has 
been argued that the tight monetary policy (high interest rates) and 
restrictive fiscal policy that have been part and parcel of IMF pro-
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grams have exacerbated economic problems, by adding to the finan
cial burden of domestic banks and non-bank institutions in these 
countries; that the IMF is akin to a fireman who tries to extinguish 
fire, as opposed to a teacher who teaches fire preventio'.' - with th~ 
fire and the losses getting bigger and bigger; and large ba!louts of pn
vate investors encouraging bad investments. 

Although the Asian crisis and the Fund's policy prescriptions 
have started a lively debate on Fund lending policies, the IMF's organ
izational structure and its operational framework have been largely 
ignored. This is not surprising given the fact that the impact of the 
IMF's organization and operations on global economic performance 
is indirect and not readily apparent. Although less direct than the im
pact of IMF's policies, enhanced organization and operations would 
increase IMF's efficiency and membership participation, which would 
in turn increase IMF's effectiveness in improving global economic 
conditions. In this paper, we examine a number of these issues: 

z) quota, voting structure and decision making; 
iz) executive board (EB) and ministerial committees; 

iiz) management structure and staff; 
iv) political dimensions, transparency and credibility. 

2. Quota, voting structure and decision making 

2.1. The importance of quotas 

The capital contribution of each country to the Fund (in other words 
ownership) is referred to as the country's quota in the Fund. A coun
try's quota is at the core of its relations with the Fund. A country's 
quota essentially determines its voting power, affects Qess today than 
in earlier years) its borrowing capacity, and determines its allocation 
of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), a free reserve asset. 

The total size of IMF quotas (absolute size) is important in that 
it in turn determines the size of the largest source of IMF lending. 
The share of each country is important in that it affects IMF govern
ance, specifically whether the IMF is to function as a multilateral in
stitution as opposed to one that is dominated by a small group of 
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countries (US or North America-Western Europe). The combination 
of total IMF quotas and individual country quotas should be designed 
so as to encourage creditor countries to lend to the Fund (voting 
power and a market-related rate of interest) and debtors to borrow 
and adopt appropriate policies (through significant IMF lending and a 
below-market rate of interest). 

While the total size of IMF quotas is assessed roughly every five 
years through a general quota review, the share of each country 
changes only if there is a selective adjustment in a country's quota 
(during a General Review), an ad hoc increase or when the size of the 
membership changes. 

2.2. Quota calculation 

The Articles of Agreement do not specify how country quotas should 
be calculated. Quota calculations have essentially been related to 
various economic indicators and have gone through an evolutionary 
process but, as discussed below, other (unrelated) issues invariably 
also influence the actual quota of a country. Moreover, actual and 
calculated quotas may be very different for some countries. Origi
nally, when the Fund was created, the quota of a country was 
calculated as follows:' 

Quota~ (0.02Y + O.OSR + 0.10M + O.lOV) x (1 + X/Y) 

where: X ~ average exports during the period 1934-38; Y ~ national 
income in 1940; R ~ gold and dollar balances on July 1, 1943; 
M ~ average imports during the period 1934-38; V ~ maximum varia
tion in exports during the period 1934-38. 

This formula was used to calculate quotas for new members un
til the early 1960s. But beginning in the 1960s, the Fund started to use 
a number of formulas for quota calculations (for those of new mem
bers and for General Quota Reviews to increase overall Fund re
sources) and modified some of the variables. The basic reason for the 
change was that a multiple-formula approach would increase the like
lihood (namely, by giving countries more choice) that countries 
would agree to 'at least one of the quota calculations', and thereafter 

1 
For details) see International Monetary Fund (1998, pp. 26-27). 
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they could negotiate or 'horse trade' until an acceptable solution for a 
quota increase and special quota adjustments were reached. The most 
recent set of formulas used are:' 

(1) (0.01Y + 0.025R + 0.05P + 0.2276VC) x (1 + C/Y); 

(2) (0.0065Y + 0.0205125R + 0.078P + 0.4052VC) X (1 + C/Y); 

(3) (0.0045Y + 0.03896768R + 0.07P + 0.76976VC) X (1 + C/Y); 

(4) 0.005Y + 0.042280464R + 0.044(P + C) + 0.8352 VC; 

(5) 0.0045Y + 0.05281008R + 0.039(P + C) + 1.0432 VC, 

where: Y = GDP in a recent year; R = average monthly reserves in a 
recent year; P, C = annual average current payments (P) and receipts 
(C) over a recent five-year period; VC = variability in current receipts 
(one standard deviation from the five-year moving average over are
cent 13-year period). 

The results of each of the equations 2-5 are proportionately 
adjusted in order to have the sum of the quotas of all members 
equal that obtained in equation 1. Normally (as there are always 
exceptions), the quota of a new member is the higher of the results 
of equation 1 and the average of the lowest two from equations 2-
5; this result is referred to as the calculated quota but it is not nec
essarily the actual quota. 

A number of issues regarding both the method of quota calcula
tion and the determination of actual quotas deserve discussion. The 
method of quota calculation and the determination of actual quotas 
should ideally be shaped by the function(s) that quotas are supposed 
to serve. Although quotas were conceived as a reflection of a coun
try's relative economic importance, this notion was never operation
alized. In a general sense, quotas were conceived to reflect: 

- a country's potential contribution to IMF resources; 

- a country's potential borrowing needs; 

-the impact of a country's economic and financial policies on 
the rest of the world. 

2 Ibid., p. 27. 
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A complete discussion of the extent to which the equations cap
ture the three basic elements mentioned above could by itself be the 
subject of a book, but for our purposes a discussion of the broad issues 
should suffice.' First, a country's potential contribution to IMF re
sources is in part determined by its economic size, its reserves, the 
strength of its balance of payments position and, in practice, by a for
gotten fact, namely, its willingness to lend to the Fund outside of its 
quota obligation (i.e., through special facilities).' Thus, it would seem 
appropriate to include arrangements to lend directly to the Fund (out
side of what is available through a member's quota) as a variable in the 
quota calculation. For an assessment of the relative importance of re
source commitments under various arrangements and actual non~quota 
lending by the Fund, refer to Tables 1 and 2. Financial commitments to 
tl1e Fund through these arrangements are significant relative to Fund 
quotas (see Table 1). For instance in 1999, IMF quotas stood at roughly 
SDR 145 billion while Fund borrowing agreements (GAB, Associated 
GAB and NAB) were roughly SDR 52 billion, representing 36% of to· 

tal quotas. But more practically, roughly 50% of quotas can be tapped 
at any time for lending. Thus in early 1999, the Fund had a lending ca
pacity of roughly SDR 75 billion (about half of the IMF total quota) 
from quotas and SDR 34 billion (as the combined maximum lending 
from GAB and NAB cannot exceed SDR 34 billion) from borrowing 
arrangements, or 45% of that available from quotas. Such borrowing 
arrangements are thus a large source of IMF funding (both as an abso· 
lute number and as a percentage of quotas).' 

Economic size (appropriately defined),' reserves, balance of pay
ments position and financial commitments in the form of special-

3 After the completion of this essay, we discovered that the Fund's Executive 
Board has called for a review of the quota formula by an external committee. 

4 Although the Fund's standard borrowing procedure from its members is to 
borrow the member's currency in an amount determined by the member's quota, the 
Fund has also borrowed from the richer members through special facilities such as 
the General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB), the Oil Facility and New Arrange
ments to Borrow (NAB). 

• 
5 Financial resources made. available through the GAB and NAB are not opera

tionally the same as actuallendmg (namely of member currencies) to the Fund. The 
rules that allo_w the Fu.r;td to tap GAB and NAB are restrictive (specific balance of 
payment lendmg operauon), and GAB and NAB rules are also different from other 
historical facilities such as Enlarged Access. 

6 While GDP is normal measure of economic size, it is an open question as to 
whether market or Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) exchange rates should be used for 
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TABLE 1 

IMF RESOURCES- QUOTA AND BORROWING ARRANGEMENTS' 
(in billion of SDRs unless otherwise indicated) 

(end of December) 

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Dec-98 

GAB and associated GAB 5.41 5.52 6.82 18.50 18.50 18.50 18.50 

Oil facilities # 1 & 2 - 6.17 - - - - -

SFF - - 7.78 - - - -

Enlarged access - - - 15.31 15.28 15.28 -

NAB - - - - - - 34.00 

Others - - - - 8.05 8.29 9.74 

Total commitment 5.41 11.69 14.60 33.81 41.82 42.06 62.24 

Quota 28.43 29.21 59.60 89.31 91.10 145.32 145.32 

Total commitment under 
borrowing arrangements 
as a% of quota 19.03 40.01 24.50 37.85 45.91 28.95 23.40b 

IMF borrowing limits as a% 
of quota - - - 50.60 50.60 - -

" GAB (General Arrangements to Borrow) became effective on October 24, 1962 and has been renewed and enlarged 
at various times. The oil facilities were established in response to the oil price increases of the mid-1970s and were 
terminated in May 1976. 'fhe SFF (Supplementary Financing Facility) became effective in February 1979 and was 
terminated in March 1981. Enlarged Access to Fund Resources became opemtional in May 1981 and was termi
nated in November 1992. NAB (New Arrangements to Borrow) was established in December 1997. The maximum 
combined amount borrowed under GAB and NAB cannot exceed SDR 34 billion. 

b Guidelines for borrowing by the Fund, introduced in 1981, were dropped in 1991. The new guidelines do 
not set specific borrowing limits in terms of quotas. 

Sources: Various issues of International Financial Statistics and JMF Annual Report for the period 1975-98. 

TABLE2 

USED IMF RESOURCES FROM BORROWING ARRANGEMENTS 
(in billions of SDRs unless otherwise indicated) 

Dec-70 Dec-75 Dec-80 Dec-85 Dec-90 Dec-95 Dec-98 

Total from borrowing 
arrangements 3.23 8.70 8.49 35.18 20.73 35.93 60.45 

Size of total IMF quota 28.43 29.21 59.60 89.31 91.10 145.32 145.32 

Used IMF resources from 
borrowing arrangements 
as a % of quota 11.37 29.80 14.24 39.39 22.76 24.72 41.60 

Source: Various issues of International Financial Statistics andJMF AnnualRepon for the period 1970-98. 

the calculation; using PPP, the relative GDP (and thus the quotas) of emer~ing and 
developing economies would increase significantly (see next section for details). 
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ized facilities may all be considered as elements affecting a country's 
potential financial contribution to Fund resources. But these affect 
potential and not necessarily actual contributions. There may also be 
significant double counting when using a country's potential resource 
contributions; economic size affects a country's current account posi
tion and thus its level of reserves. Moreover, at a time of generally 
floating exchange rates and high currency mobility and convertibility, 
many countries do not possess a significant level of reserves, yet they 
could make significant loans (their own currencies) to the Fund. At 
the same time a country could have large reserves but not be willing 
to lend to the Fund. Is it also not possible that a country accumulates 
reserves through policies that are detrimental to the rest of the world? 
Should this in turn increase a country's quota? Is it not possible for a 
country to have a high level of reserves but be unwilling to make a 
commitment to the Fund through special facilities? 

Economic size, lending commitments and the like represent 
lending potential and commitments, not actual lending. Would it 
make sense instead to use actual lending (from all sources - quota, 
special borrowing arrangements, etc.) with an appropriate lag in the 
quota calculations? Although at first blush this could seem appealing, 
it is probably a bad idea because it is backward-looking and, more 
importantly, it could make calculated quotas highly volatile because 
of significant changes from year to year. But to the extent that inde
pendent variables in the quota equations are supposed to capture lend
ing potential, it may be useful to include some measure of commit
ments in the form of specialized facilities and to reduce the element of 
double counting. 

The second historical use of quota was as a borrowing limit for 
countries.' For a historical review of the limitation of quota on bor
rowing see Table 3, and for actual lending as a percentage of quota see 
Table 4. One thing is clear: over time, the size of quota for some 
countries has become less relevant as a limit to borrowing. For in
stance, South Korea's use of Fund credit amounted to 1,400% of its 
quota on January 31, 1999, while normal cumulative Fund lending 
limits stood at 300% of quota. To the extent that borrowing limits are 
divorced from quota, then current payments (or receipts) and their 

7 Historically, SDR allocations have not be~n large (total allocation amount to 
SDR 21.4 billion as of February 1999) or frequent enough to be of great significance. 
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volatility have less relevance in the quota calculation. In other words, 
the method of quota calculation and the purpose of quotas (namely, 
how the Fund uses quotas in its relations with member countries) 
should be closely related. 

The third broad intention behind the quota formulas is to capture 
the impact and significance of a country's economic and financial poli· 
cies on the rest of the world. Indirectly, the GDP measure and the 
payments measures capture some of these effects but they do not dis
tinguish whether the effects are positive or negative - good policies or 
bad policies. As a practical matter, the economic and financial policies 
of fewer than twenty countries, and especially those of the US, the EU 
and Japan, have a significant impact on global economic performance 
and on those of smaller economies. Yet the Fund has little leverage on 
the large industrial countries to adopt appropriate policies. The absence 
of coordination of exchange and interest rate policies among the three 
major economic blocs has had a significant negative effect on emerging 
and developing economies. Adverse interest and exchange rate policies 
in the three major blocs can impose serious adjustment problems for 
smaller economies. If a country's policies have a big impact on others 
and the country has a large quota, does not the country have some re
sponsibility to pursue appropriate policies? 

It would, therefore, seem appropriate to include some measure of 
the soundness of a country's economic policies (adjusted for its economic 
size) into the quota calculation. The inclusion of such a variable may set a 
dangerous precedent in that it transforms the Fund more openly into the 
world's financial policeman (it is already considered by some to be play
ing this role, de facto towards developing countries). But if implemented 
appropriately, the policeman role would be targeted toward the few big 
industrial countries that have a significant effect on the global economy. 
This would be for the good of all if carried out reasonably. Such an initia
tive may be in practice difficult to implement because of disagreement as 
to what constitutes good and bad policies. There is no single measure of 
good policies that is indisputable, while an index incorporating a number 
of variables would be open to a great deal of wrangling. If the EU could 
agree to convergence criteria, although somewhat flawed, IMF members 
could agree to some indicators of good policies. A combination of some 
of the following variables - inflation, unemployment rate, budget deficit, 
current account (positive or negative) and exchange rate policy - would 
be a reasonable starting point for discussion. 
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ACCESS LIMITS UNDER IMF ARRANGEMENTS 
(in percent of quota) 

Access under credit 
tranches and the 

1970·74 1975·79 1980 1981·83 1984 1985 1990 
extended Fund 
facility 

Annual 75 140 200 100·150 102·125 95·115 90·110 

Cumulative - 600 450·600 306·375 280·345 400-440 

Source: Various issues of IMP Annual Report for the period 1970-98. 

COMPOSITION OF RECENT IMF RESCUE PACKAGES 
(in billion of US$ unless otherwise indicated) 

343 

1ABLE3 

1993 1994·98 

68 100 

300 300 

TABLE4 

IMP 
IMF resource commitment as Actual use of fund credit 

% of country's quota as% of country's quotab 

MexicO 1995 17.7 1009 607 

Thailand 1997 4 698 400 

Indonesia 1997 11.2 748 431 

Korea 1998 21.1 2640 1500 

Russia 1998 15.1 350 318 

Brazil1998 18.1 834 158 

a The rescue packages for each country represent resources available over differing periods for each case. 
b As of end December 1995 for Mexico and end December 1998 for all other coumrics. 

Sources: lnternatioMl FiMncial Statistics, various issues and S.A. Montek, "The IMF and the World Bank: are 
overlapping roles a problem?", paper presented at G-24 Technical Group meeting in Colombo (Feb
ruary, 1999, mimeo). 

2.3. Actual quotas and economic size 

Calculated quotas may not be a good measure of what they are sup
posed to represent, what's more, they are subjected to 'negotiations' 
before actual quotas are determined. Politics and other considerations 
invariably come into play at this stage in the game. To get a sense of 
the role of politics and of other factors in determining actual quotas, 
it may be interesting to compare the quotas of the largest IMF mem
bers to some of their economic and financial attributes (see Table 5). 
There are many anomalies - due to historical and/ or political consid· 
erations - and some of these deserve mention. 

First, even if the quotas of individual Western European coun
tries may have been appropriate in the past, they are harder to defend 



ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE COUNTRIES WITH THE LARGEST IMP QUOTAS 
(in percent) 

Quota/ 

Country Total 
Fund 
quota 

1999 

USA 17.86 

Japan 6.40 

Germany 6.25 

France 5.16 

UK 5.16 

Italy 3.39 

Saudi Arabia 3.36 

Canada 3.06 

Russia 2.86 

Netherlands 2.48 

China 2;25 

India 2.00 

Switzerland 1.66 

Australia 1.56 

Belgium 1.49 

Spain 1.47 

Brazil 1.46 

Venezuela 1.28 

Mexico 1.24 

Quota! 

Country Total 
Fund 
quota 

1999 

Sweden 1.15 

Argentina 1.02 

Indonesia 1.00 

Austria 0.90 

South Africa 0.90 

Nigeria 0.84 

Denmark 0.79 

Korea 0.78 

Finland 0.61 

Ponugal 0.42 

Ireland 0.40 

Greece 0.39 

Luxembourg 0.06 

Euroland countries (11) 

EU countries (15) 

* Based on 1996 GDP data. 
** Based on 1995 GDP data. 
***Based on 1994 GDP data. 

22.63 

30.12 

Votes/ 
Total 

countries 
votes 

1999 

17.63 

6.29 

6.15 

5.08 

5.08 

3.34 

3.31 

3.02 

2.82 

2.45 

2.22 

1.97 

1.64 

1.54 

1.47 

1.45 

1.44 

1.27 

1.23 

Votes/ 
Total 

countries 
votes 

1999 

1.14 

1.01 

0.99 

0.89 

0.89 

0.84 

0.79 

0.78 

0.61 

0.42 

0.41 

0.40 

0.08 

22.35 

29.76 

Source: Various issues of International Financi4l Statistics. 

GDP/ Exports/ 
World World 
GDP'~ exports 

1997 1997 

27.78 12.42 

14.41 7.59 

7.23 9.24 

4.79 5.23 

4.43 5.08 

3.94 4.30 
0.43'~* 0.90 

2.12 3.87 

1.55 1.58 

1.24 3.50 

3.15 3.30 

1.21'" 0.61 

0.88 1.31 

1.36 1.13 

0.83 3.07 

1.83 1.88 

2.76 0.96 

0.30 0.42 

1.38 1.18 

GDP/ Exports/ 
World World 
GDP'' exports 

1997 1997 

0.78 1.49 

1.02* 0.49 

0.74 0.96 

0.71 1.04 

0.44 0.56 

0.14'~'''' 0.34 

0.58 0.87 

0.34 2.48 

0.41 0.71 

0.32'' 0.43 

0.25 0.96 

0.42 0.16 

0.05'' 

21.60 30.36 

27.81 37.96 

Exports Total (good> & 
Imports/ services)/ Population/ 

reserves-

World World World gold/ 
World total imports exports population reserves-(good> & gold 

services) 

1997 1997 1997 1997 

15.93 13.67 4.60 3.48 

6.00 6.98 2.20 12.99 

7.83 8.62 1.40 4.59 

4.77 5.33 1.00 1.83 

5.55 5.34 1.00 1.91 

3.69 4.53 1.00 3.30 

0.49 0.94 0.30 0.43 

3.56 3.61 0.50 1.05 

1.20 1.50 2.60 0.77 

3.14 3.11 0.30 1.47 

2.52 3.02 21.10 8.44 

0.72 0.65 16.40 1.46 

1.26 1.78'" 0.10 2.31 

1.17 1.22 0.30 1.00 

2.77 2.70 0.20 0.96 

2.18 2.16 0.70 4.05 

1.15 0.88 2.80 3.01 

0.18 0.37 0.40 0.85 

1.08 1.78 1.60 1.70 

Exports 
Total (goods & 

Imports/ services)/ Population/ 
reserves-

World World World 
gold/ 

World total imports exports population 
(goods & 

reserves-
gold 

services) 

1997 1997 1997 1997 

1.16 1.47 0.20 0.64 

0.54 0.42 0.60 1.32 

0.74 0.92 3.40 0.98 

1.19 1.24 0.30 1.17 

0.58 0.52 0.70 0.28 

0.14 0.23 2.00 0.28 

0.78 0.93 0.10 1.13 

2.53 2.40 0.79 9.00 

0.53 0.70 0.10 0.50 

0.60 0.47 0.20 0.93 

0.70 0.90 0.10 0.39 

0.38 0.22 0.20 0.74 

0.004 

27.40 30.30 5.10 19.19 

35.27 37.60 6.60 23.61 

TABLES 

Total 
reserves/ 

World 
total 

reserves 

1997 

5.02 

13.78 

4.16 

2.97 

2.01 

2.05 

0.45 

1.39 

0.49 

1.39 

9.13 

1.80 

2.54 

0.93 

0.77 

3.38 

2.09 

0.71 

1.95 

TABLE 5 (cont.) 

Total 
reserves/ 
World 
total 

reserves 

1997 

0.92 

1.50 

1.46 

1.07 

0.28 

0.24'' 

0.92 

8.95 

0.59 

1.01 

0.35 

1.32 

0.01 

17.75 

22.92 
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with the increasing integration of European countries, and especially 
after the adoption of the EMU and the introduction of the euro. The 
combined quota (as a percent of the Fund total) of the eleven coun
tries of Euroland is 22.6% in comparison to a US quota of 17.8%. The 
combined GDP (as a percent of all countries) of these countries is 
21.6% while that of the US GDP is 27.8%. This divergence will be
come even more pronounced as other EU countries, especially the 
UK, join the EMU. For the EU fifteen, the quota and GDP figures 
are respectively 30.1% and 27.8%. Clearly, in comparison to the US, 
the EU quota is too high if GDP is the critical measure.' 

Second, the quotas of a whole host of other countries appear to 
be significantly out of line if economic size is the overriding factor 
(see Table 5)- for example, Japan (too low, 6.4% of total Fund quotas 
vs 14.4% of world GDP), Saudi Arabia (too high by a factor of ten in 
relation to GDP), Canada (too high), Russia (too high), Netherlands 
(too high), China (too low), Belgium (too high), Brazil (too low) and 
Venezuela (too high by a factor of four in relation to GDP). How
ever, these discrepancies in quota (relative to GDP) are somewhat dif
ferent if GDP calculations are based on Purchasing Power Parity 
(PPP) exchange rates as opposed to market rates (see Table 6); most 
notably China's quota is even further out of line and the quotas of in
dustrial countries are too high. 

In some cases, the reason for the large divergence in quota is due 
to infrequent quota adjustments to reflect recent developments (most 
importantly special adjustment as opposed to proportional adjust
ments, see later in this section). In some cases, most notably Russia, 
politics have played a major role. In the case of Saudi Arabia, the ac
tual quota discrepancy is due to IMF financial needs. The quota was 
increased in 1981 as an integral part of Saudi Arabia's loan of roughly 
$ 10 billion to finance Enlarged Access to Fund Resources. Due to the 
significant increase in oil prices following the Iranian Revolution, the 
Fund needed additional resources to finance the balance of payments 
of members experiencing large current account deficits. An increase in 
quotas was not a practical option as quota increases are a lengthy and 
time-consuming political process. The Fund does not borrow on finan
cial markets as does the World Bank. The only option was to borrow 

8 The EU quota is more in line if it is compared to other measures such as trade 
(appropriately defined to exclude intra-EU trade) and reserves. 
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TABLE6 

COUNTRY RANKING BY MARKET EXCHANGE RATE GDP &PPP GDP 
(in percent unless otherwise indicated) 

Countries ranked GDPI PPPGDP/ 
Rank by share of 

Rank by share 
by quota World WoddPPP 

world GDP using 
of world GDP using 

contribution GDP GDP 
market exchange 

PPP exchange rates 
rates 

1. USA 27.78 21.36 1 1 

2. Japan 14.41 8.44 2 3 

3. Germany 7.23 4.77 3 4 

4. France 4.79 3.57 4 6 

5. UK 4.43 3.35 5 7 

6. Italy 3.94 3.17 6 8 

7. Saudi Arabia 0.43 0.58 24 21 

8. Canada 2.12 1.81 9 12 

9. Russia 1.55 1.73 11 13 

10. Netherlands 1.24 0.91 14 18 

11. China 3.15 10.35 7 2 

12. India 1.21 4.39 15 5 

13. Switzerland 0.88 0.52 17 23 

14. Australia 1.36 1.00 13 16 

15. Belgium 0.83 0.64 18 20 

16. Spain 1.83 1.69 10 15 

17. Brazil 2.76 2.85 8 9 

18. Venezuela 0.30 0.54 29 22 

19. Mexico 1.38 2.10 12 10 

20. Sweden 0.78 0.46 19 25 

21. Argentina 1.02 0.99 16 17 

22. Indonesia 0.74 1.86 20 11 

23. Austria 0.71 0.49 21 24 

24. South Africa 0.44 0.80 23 19 

25. Nigeria 0.14 0.29 31 29 

26. Denmark 0.58 0.34 22 28 

27. Korea 0.34 1.70 27 14 

28. Finland 0.41 0.28 26 30 

29. Portugal 0.32 0.39 28 26 

30. Ireland 0.25 0.18 30 31 

31. Greece 0.42 0.28 25 27 

32. Luxembourg 0.05 - 32 -
Euroland countries {11) 21.6 16.09 

EU countries {15) 27.81 20.60 

Source: 1999 World De-velopment Indicators. 
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through a special arrangement (requiring approval from its membership) 
from members with a strong balance of payments position. Saudi Arabia 
was willing to accommodate the Fund for three reasons. First, such a 
large loan would reduce global rhetoric against 'high' oil prices and their 
impact on global payment imbalances. Second, it would reduce the per
ceived size of Saudi reserves and thus reduce pressures on Saudi Arabia to 

increase its expenditures. Third, Saudi Arabia saw this as an opportunity 
to increase its quota dramatically and thus increase its clout in the inter
national financial system. To the extent that a quota is supposed to re
flect the relative importance or size of an economy in the world, it 
would seem to have been a Herculean task to persuade the world that 
Saudi Arabia was the sixth most important economy in the world in 
1981 (and would continue to be the seventh most important economy in 
the world in 1999; see Table 5). The argument was based on the volatility 
of Saudi Arabia's exports and the level of its official reserves. The argu
ment might have been good, but what got Saudi Arabia its quota increase 
was its own intense lobbying, coupled with the Fund's need for financial 
resources. The Fund had little room for manoeuver as other members 
were not willing to lend to it. This clearly indicates that either the Fund 
needs to have a much larger quota, or a mechanism to increase quotas 
quickly (an unrealistic political proposition), that it needs to have a sig
nificant access (cushion) to other funds (such as special facilities) in addi
tion to its quotas, or that it needs to re-examine its capital structure (see 
section on capital structure). 

2.4. Quota and voting structure 

Quotas, as an overall reflection of a country's economic and financial 
importance, were also envisaged to be a reasonable basis for a coun
try's voting power in the Fund. As a financial institution, the basis of 
the IMF's voting structure was to be different from that of a political 
institution such as the General Assembly of the United Nations with 
its one-country-one-vote formula. 

The vote of each member country consists of two parts - i) a 
standard 250 votes and ii) a number of votes in proportion to 
quota contribution (one vote for every SDR 100,000 of quota). For 
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mo,st countries (except the smallest) the lion's h f h 
try s vote (97 8% in the ) . . s are o t e coun
Table 5) I . f . 1 . aggregate ts denved from its quota (see 
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:~~e thould lardgelydreflect its capital contribution (quo:a)~:~~::~ 
e y accepte an the standard 250 

to the smallest countries to . votes was a small concession 
minimal) clout. gtve them some addmonal (though 

2. 5. Quota reviews and adjustments, and qualified voting majorities 

Besides re-examining the method of l l . 
and procedure for d t . . quota ca cu atwn and the process 
tas) the Fund sh el~r~tm~g ~t'.'al quotas (based on calculated quo-
Ch' . ou a so oo mto how changes in quota 

dan~es tn ~uota determine the overall availability of Fund occur. 
an t e votmg power of each countr Wh '1 h . resources 
resource availability will be taken {' . 

1 
eft£ e tmpact on overall 

d h . up ater, tts e ect on relative quota 
an t us on vottng power is considered here 9 Basically ch . s 
country's quota occur in two ways: . anges tn a 

z) Gener~l Quota. Revi~w (with two distinct parts): 
equrproportronaltncrease (no decrease) 
selective adjustment (no decrease); 

iz) Selective and/ or Ad Hoc Increase, 

During quota reviews mo t · , . 
portior,tal (namely, a countr~'s shar~o~f~~=sto;:t;a tdcreases ~re pro
ttally ftxed unless there are new b un quota ts essen
ments) 10Th th f mem ers or selecttve quota adj'ust-

. e rust o quota revie · d' . . ws ts not to a JUSt a country' 1 
ttve quota as Its economic circumstances chan (' 'd s rea
trade growth relative to the rest of th ge l.e., rapt GDP or 
overall IMF £1' · 1 1· 'd' e world), but rather to mcrease 

naneta tqm tty For e 1 Ch' ' 
what it should be (because of .China'~ar7~o:d f ma :d quota is below 
quota adjustments are infrequent). Also the UoK'rapt growth£ whhile 

' s quota was or t e 

9 The total quota of the Fund is 1 . . 1 . . 
availability of resources for lendin t a so a bltlca iSSue as lt largely determines the 
~ource requirement of the Fund it g. oh me.m1 ders. Al~hough this is based on the re-
1 . d . 1 ' lS eavl y etermmed by 1't' 1 'd n 1ll ustna countries General Q t R · P0 1 1ca cons1 erations 
issue is further taken up, in the sectio: aon evle:ws1 occur roughly every five years. This 

10 A , cap1ta structure 
country s absolute quota cannot be reduced. . 
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longest time second to that of the US {ahead of Japan and Germany), 
although its economy was substantially smaller than that of Japan and 
Germany. Currently, Japan's economy is much larger than that of 
Germany, yet Japan's quota is only marginally higher (see Table 5). 11 

Ad Hoc and selective quota increases were envisaged to adjust a coun
try's quota in the case of exceptional developments. But these adjust
ments are difficult and are at best slow because other countries (whose 
economies have not fared as well) do not want to see their relative 
quotas decline. Contrary to official pronouncements political consid
erations are never out of sight in Fund deliberations and decisions. 

In view of the fact that General Quota Reviews are infrequent 
and time consuming, and that selective quota adjustments are some
what contentious at best, a more automatic procedure to adjust large 
{relative) quota discrepancies may be desirable. To institute such a 
policy, the first step must be a more rational and more acceptable 
method of quota calculation. A more rational methodology could re
duce the heavy reliance on political horse-trading and it would be 
more difficult to repudiate significant quota adjustments when and if 
they are called for. Second, one would institute an automatic bi
annual, or every five year, Ad Hoc quota review. 12 In the event that a 
country's (normalized) calculated quota diverges from its actual quota 
(by some agreed threshold percentage), then the country's quota 
would be changed up or down to reflect the change (or some percent
age of the change). 

One of the principal countries that invariably objects to large se
lective and Ad Hoc quota adjustments for others is the US. While 
most decisions at the Fund require a simple majority, only a few very 
important decisions require special majorities. The US has wanted to 
keep its effective veto power on all important decisions - such as rati
fication of quota increases. Thus, when special quota increases are 
given and the US veto power is affected, the US argues for a change in 
the special majorities if it is to go along with the special increase. 
While the size of the US quota may be smaller than what it would be 
if GDP were the overriding criterion (for example, relative to the 
EU), the effective US veto power on important decisions has a num-

11 Again, it should be noted that the results would be significantly different if 
PPl) exchange rates were used. 

12 One reason for making it every two years is that the constituencies of the EB 
can change at every election cycle (i.e., every two years). 
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The llv1F supplemental package w d · h . 
Bill on October 21, 1998. as approve 1ll t e Ommbus Appropriations 
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ternational organization but is instead a US-run, or at least a US-
dominated, institution. . 

In summary, a few points should be stressed. F1rst, although there 
is no 'best' formula for calculating quotas, whatever formula (or forn_m
lae) is (are) chosen, it (they) should closely reflect the purpose for wh1ch 
quotas are to be used. On the one hand, if the. primary use of quot"': 1s 
to set country borrowing limits, then the variables that _affect the SIZe 
of current account imbalances should be the key determmants of quo
tas. On the other hand, if quotas have little relation to ~ountry borr:'w
ing, then the inclusion of such variables becomes less Important. Sa':J
lar arguments should be applied to other purposes of quotas - potential 
lending capacity or actual lending record to the IMF (these could be 
very different), the impact of a com_n'!'s ec?nom1c performance on the 
global economy, etc. For instance, 1t IS not mdlsputable that level of re
serves directly affects actuallendn)g to the Fund. A country could con
tinue to have high reserves but be in a weak balance of payments P?Sl
tion; a country could have very high level of reserves but be unw1lhng 
to participate in other lending facilities to the Fund (GAB, NAB, SFF, 
etc.). A revised quota formula could mclude PPP GDP hgur~s (as op
posed to those based on market e~change rates) ar;d could aho mclude a 
variable which captures the quality of a country s econorruc perform
ance (for example, economic growth, inflation, unemployment, budg
etary position, current account, etc.). 

Second, quota reviews should incorporate a larger percentage of 
selective quota increases (and maybe even decreases) to account ~or 
changing circumstances. The Fund should be a more forward-lookmg 
as opposed to a backward-looking organization .. 

Third, major quota anomalies should be adJusted as soon as pos
sible· these include the combined quota of the eleven Euroland coun
tries' (now that they are an economic bloc), China's quota and more. 
These are best addressed through automatic Ad Hoc adjustments 

(normalized). . . . . 
Fourth, when quotas are adjusted (m hne w1th a more ~at10nal 

quota formula that better reflects the purpose of quotas), votmg ma
jorities should be changed so that no smgle country, _or even an _eco
nomic bloc of countries, has veto power on any declSlon, espec~ally 
on the all-important decisions. . 

Fifth, it may be useful to further sepa:ate the SJ~e of a coun
try's quota from the size of a country's voting power m the Fund. 
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The simplest way to achieve this would be to increase the size of 
the m_inimum vote allocated _to each country before quotas are fig
ured mto the vote. In a pnvate sector financial institution the 
(normally) close association of ownership and voting is based on 
the nght of an mvestor to protect his or her investment. A coun
try's participation in the Fund is based on more considerations 
than the narrow objective of a private sector investor. Moreover, 
to the extent that ~uotas and voting power are further separated, it 
may become poht1cally easier for countries to agree to more flexi
ble adjustments in quotas. 

Finally, it should be recalled that such changes will increase the 
IMF's efficie':cy, enh_anc~ the IMF's image as the world's premier 
multilateral fm:mc1al mst1tut10n and strengthen the IMF's independ
ence and fmanCJal outlook. All of these will in turn increase the IMF's 
dfective_ness as the g~ardian of the international payment system and 
mternat10nal prospenty .. While each of these five proposals may be 
attacked as polmcally nmve, the five combined could be even labelled 
as a non-starter. But all changes, especially when it involves reducing 
the power of the powerful, are initially unrealistic. 

3. Executive Board and ministerial committees 

3.1. Executive Board 

As iu the case of any organization, the IMF's performance is in large 
part determmed by the quality of its board of directors (Executive 
Board), its management and its staff. In the case of a board of 
directors, the modern corporation is highly dependent on the 
contnbution of a qualified and independent board. 

Around the time of the 1998 Joint Annual Meetings of the W odd 
Bank and the IMF in Washington, a number of individuals called for a 
new ministerial policy committee to oversee IMF operations, while 
others proposed measures to strengthen the role of the Interim Com
mitte~. Before passing judgement on these proposals, it may be useful 
to review the operation of the Executive Board and of key IMF govern
Ing committees. 
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The Executive Board (EB) of the Fund is composed of twenty
four Executive Directors (EDs). Five of these directors (the big five -
US, Japan, Germany, France and the UK) by agreement (de jure) r~p
resent only their own country and are appomted by the1r respective 
governments. Of the remaining nineteen, three (Chma, Russia and 
Saudi Arabia) represent (de facto) only the1r respecnve .country; but 
because the right to represent only their own country IS not perm~
nent these three EDs are still technically elected (but only by the1r 
own' governments as opposed to a constituency of two or more coun
tries). The remaining sixteen directors represent more than one coun
try and are elected by their constituencies." These countrJ:' group11_1gs 
can change every two years at the time of bt-annual electwns dunng 

the annual meetings. 
Saudi Arabia's representation at the EB is due to an obscure ar

ticle of agreement and is proof of just how accommodating the Fund 
can be when it needs financial resources. Under the Art1cles of Agree
ment, the two largest creditors to the Fund over a two-year period are 
entitled to have their own seat at the board for the ensumg two years. 
By and large, throughout most of the Fund's history, two of the big 
five countries have also been its two largest creditors. However, dur
ing 1976-78, Saudi Arabia was the second largest creditor. As a result, 
Saudi Arabia appointed its own ED for the penod 1978-80. Later m 
1981 (in large part due to increases in oil prices), the Fund needed to 

borrow roughly $ 10 billion to meet potenn~l drawmgs on 1ts re
sources. Saudi Arabia agreed to the loan but 1t wanted a substannal 
increase (special, or, Ad Hoc) in its quota so that it could realistically 
continue to preserve its seat at the board well after It _was ;>o longer 
one of the two largest creditors. This essenually reqmred m~reasmg 
Saudi Arabia's quota, making it the sixth largest at the Fund m 1981 
(ahead of Italy and Canada). When China replaced Taiwan at t?e 
Fund, it decided it wanted its own seat on the board. Italy had a Sig
nificantly higher quota at the time, yet it did not have its own seat. It
aly did not oppose this further expan~i~n of the board to accommo
date China. In this instance 1t was polmcal power rather than money 

14 The candidates are nominated by the respective govcrnn:-ents; the elected c~n
didates serve a two-year term (i.e., they cannot .be fired by t~elf g;overnment durmp 
their elected term of office). The large country m the group. mvanably gets the P.osl
tion of ED at either (both) the Fund or (and) the Bank; w1th alter~ate ED, adv1sor 
and assistant positions being allocated to other members of the constituency. 
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that talked. Russia's seat on the board was again the case of political 
p~wer as opposed to economic importance. Later, as more countries 
JOmed the Fund after the collapse of the Soviet Union, another con
stituency was added to the EB (with Switzerland being its elected 
ED). Thus the number _of EDs has expanded from twenty in 1978 to 
twenty-four today; wh1le the Fund's membership has increased by 
about 60 countries to 182. 

But in view of the fact that the Fund is a financial institution 
(and not a ~o!itical one such as the UN), political considerations 
should be rmmrmzed whenever possible. The Fund should not bow 
to p~lmcal pressures in constituting its EB. There is no apparent fi
na~clal or econ~m1c reason (at le~st one that is transparent) why 
Chma and Russia should have the1r own seat; in the case of Saudi 
Arab1a, the Fund at least received badly needed resources - a financial 
reason. These anomalies reduce the Fund's global financial authority 
and c~ ~nly lead to more exceptwns and Irregularities in the future, 
resulting m less and less transparency in its operations. 

The Fund EB meets a minimum of three days a week for about 
eleven and a half months of the year. The day-to-day administration of 
the Fund ~oans, programs, most policy issues, etc.) are entrusted to the 
EB by the Board of Governors." According to the Articles of Agr _ 
ment, the "EB shall be responsible for conducting the business of t~ee 
Fund". EDs represent the views of their governments and constituen
Cies; most receive instructions from each country in their constituenc 
on a number of topics placed on the agenda of the EB. While most EJ. 
are elected by their constitu~ncies (except the eight that are appointed 
by smgle co~tnes), the Articles of Agreement recognized EDs as in
ternatzonal cz~zl servants. (~!though Mr Keynes and Mr White would 
hav~ a hard time :ecogmz1ng them as such if they were to listen to a 
typ1cal EB d1scusswn). It was for this reason that the EDs have immu
mty, that they cannot be fired by their governments and that their sala,. 
nes are p~d by the Fund (as opposed to by their respective govern
ments). Sull EDs do not behave as international civil servants and th 

h 
. ey 

represent .t e. n~row Interests of their r~spective government(s). 
. Wh1l~ It IS true that some constituencies have too many coun

tnes (espeCially the two Sub-Sahara African constituencies), there is 

"
1
The governor for a country is either the Minister of finance or the head of 't 

centra bank. 1 s 
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still a delicate balance between the size of the board and manageable 
sizes of constituencies. Rather than allowing more and more countries 
to give their individual opinions, dedicated EDs syn:hesize the views 
of their own constituencies and present an overall vtew. But no mat
ter how dedicated an individual ED may be, the size of some con
stituencies is simply too large (over twenty countries) to m~<e them 
manageable. The options for equalizing the size. of the c?nstltuenctes 
include eliminating the individual seats for Chma, Russia and Saudt 
Arabia; reducing the number of EDs repr~senting the European Un
ion (see the previous section); and increast;>g the stze of the smaller 
(few countries) constituencies. Some combmatlon of these three op
tions would be a sensible approach. Besides makmg the operations of 
the board more manageable, it would send a signal to the financial 
markets that the Fund is more al<in to a financial, as opposed to a po
litical, organization. If the number of countrie~ in the co.nstituencies 
with the smallest number of countries is to be mcreased, It should be 
done across the board (namely, with little regard to the size ~f quotas 
of a constituency) in order to relieve the pressure on constttuenCleS 

with more than fifteen or so countries. 
Although some developing countries complain about .the co':'

position of the EB (namely, the large number of ED~ from mdustnal 
countries and the insufficient number from developmg countnes, es
pecially from the poorer ones), .this i: a ?eb~table point given that the 
Fund is first and foremost a fmanetal mstttutwn. If the Fund were 
strictly a private sector financial institution (which it is not), t~en 
countries such as the US with roughly 17% ownershtp (and votmg 
power) could argue for 17% of the EDs. By some measures, less than a 
handful of industrial countries have too few dtrectors! At the same 
time (as mentioned earlier), it may be desirable to even out the num
ber of countries in all constituencies in order to have better expres
sion of diverse views and to spread the work load more evenly. The 
basic problem, however, may be with the size of each country's cal~u
lated, actual quota and vote (with the close relati~n_ship of voting 
power to quota) which in turn affects the compo~lt!on of the EB. 
This is a different issue and should be re-exammed m the context of 
the quota calculation and voting structure .. Indi':i~ual developing 
countries generally feel that their views are msufftctently reflect~d. 
This is more likely to be the case in the few very large ~onsntuenctes. 
Some EDs do not synthesize the views of thetr constttuenctes; they 
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say what they want. Some of the problems of inadequate reflection of 
the divergent vtews of countries at the EB are due to the less-than
ad~quate p~rformance of individual EDs. If a country's views do not 
c~mctde wtth those of the country of the ED representing the con
stituency, the ED should give all views, and these differing views 
(with their c?rrespor:ding vote) should be recorded by the secretary at 
t~e EB meetmg. Thts IS mvariably not the case. Indeed, many deci
sions are not voted on. According to the US ED at the IMF, the EB 
voted on only about a dozen of over 2,000 major decisions during her 
nearly five years of service (Lissakers 1998). The EB endeavors to op
erate ?n the basis of consensus, with the Managing Director (MD) 
summmg up the consensus decision. 

Beside the issue of country representation at the board, it 
could be argued that the backgrounds of EDs are quite narrow. EDs 
are largely former (and current) government officials. As a result, 
the character of the Fund is more akin to a government bureau
cracy, rather than a ?ynamic financial institution designed to tackle 
the Issues facmg "," I;>creasingly market-oriented world. Ironically, 
m a world of contmmng deregulation and privatization, the interna
tional financial institution at the center, the Fund, is itself an un
changing public sector bureaucracy. At a minimum, it would be 
healt~y to encourage more diversity in the background of EDs. 16 

The mternational community could usefully contemplate appoint
mg two or more non-voting EDs with no allegiance to particular 
government and with strong private sector experience. The EB can 
only benefit from less-politicized and more diverse views. Increas
ingly, EDs are being asked to grapple with private sector market is
sues facing crisis countries, yet they and the Fund have very little 
experience in this area. 

An important aspect of the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
EDs is the degree to which they are a rubber stamp for staff and man
agement decisions. Given the volume, the detail and sophistication of 
IMF board documents, no ED and his or her small staff can read, ana
lyze, develop alternative empirical estimates and contribute valuable 
ideas to every board discussion. In the case of countries such as the 

.
16 

In fact . .it was a longstanding joke tha~ in the case of one of the countries repre
senting only Itself at t~e board, the ED ass1gnment was the reward after retirement 
or, more generously, 1t was th.e last post before retirement. Neither interpretation 
was generous for the presumed nnportance of the Fund. 
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US, the US Treasury goes through all IMF board documents and de
velops contributions for the US ED. Other EDs, especially those 
from developing countries (sometimes representing over twenty 
countries) largely focus on what is important to their countries (nor
mally availability of Fund resources, conditionality and Article IV 
consultations); and, if they travel to half of their constituencies, they 
are lucky to be present for board meetings 50% of the time, let alone 
to get even this much work done effectively. Clearly the constituen
cies with a large number of countries, especially those without the 
benefits of a big support staff back home, are at a major disadvantage 
in contributing to EB discussions and policies. For the EB to be more 
in control of the day-to-day operations of the Fund, it should also ini
tiate proposals, policies and reforms as opposed to reacting to docu
ments produced by the Fund staff. More broadly, some have argued 
that IMF governance would be improved by making the EB, which at 
least theoretically runs the IMF on a day-to-day basis, more account
able for its decisions. 

In sum, a number of proposals to reform the EB and the EB's 
operations could be entertained. First, EDs should not necessarily be 
government bureaucrats, the EB needs diversity of backgrounds. 
Countries should select (appoint or elect) individuals based on their 
knowledge of the field and private sector experience (commercial 
banking, investment banking and maybe academics, etc.). In this re
gard the appointment of a number of non-voting EDs, with no gov
ernment allegiance, could be a useful step forward. Second, the term 
of EDs (whether appointed or elected) should be limited, say to a sin
gle five-year term or to two three-year terms. Some EDs stay almost 
for life; for some countries this is a retirement benefit, and many of 
those that are elected do not want to rock the boat. The board needs 
new blood, new ideas and vigor. Third, the number of countries in 
constituencies should be evened out while the size of the board 
should be roughly maintained. The single constituencies for China, 
Russia and Saudi Arabia should be abolished. The seats of the three 
permanent members from the EU could be abolished and replaced by 
one seat for all of the EU (not just for the three). The single constitu
encies for the US and Japan should be abolished. Constituencies 
should be re-arranged. The number of countries in a constituency 
should be capped at some reasonable number to keep them manage
able for one ED. Fourth, the size of ED staffs should be dramatically 
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~ncreased, especially those of la~ge constituencies. Fifth, the EB should 
e encouraged to take the lead m all matters by initiatin ro osals as 

opposed to reactmg and rubber-stamping staff initiatives.g p p 

3.2. Ministerial committees 

There are two i · · · 1 mportant rmmstena committees th F d I . C · dh'' -eunntenm 
Oil1lll!ttee an t e JOmt (Fund and World B k) D I · an eve o men 

Comi111ttee - that are essentially policy committees.!' These no;'mall t 
meet. twice a year (fall and spring). The membershi of h . y 
tees Is structured along the lines of the EB (t p f t ese commb It· 

· h . wenty- our m num er 
Wit some countnes representing only themselves wht'le th , 
sent th · · o ers repre-e same constituencies as on the EB) Th . d h . 1 . e VIews expresse at 
t ese meetmgs argely reflect those of the government of th . . 
wh · · h . e mm1ster o IS representing t e constituency (clearly th' . . f th · h . , rs 1s not an rssue or 
. e etg t countnes who. represent only themselves). As a result the 

views of smaller c.ountnes. m a constituency, and especial! tho;e of 
devef~~pmg countnes, receive inadequate consideration. Als: ther . 
rns~ rctent trml e _(rn ~ne or two days) to discuss issues in det~l ande t~ 
arnve at a so utron rn these · p · · 

d I' I h . . meetmgs. ositlons are formed before 
an Itt e de ange In VIews takes place at the meeting. In fact, the man: 
agement raws up a rough draft communique as well as a ress releas 
even before the meetmg starts and normally only p I h e 
n· 1 b b margma c anges 
\'Itt e su stance ut usually emphasis and di ) d d th . . wor ng are nee e after 

e ;eetmdg. Most Importantly, the Interim Committee sets up a 
wor agen a for the Fund EB and the Development C . d 
the f h B k h ommtttee oes 
b sade ordt e ani . T e committees also endorse policies that have 

een a opte recent y or that are in the process of bein ado d b 
the respective executive boards. The structure and or g . ptef hy 
I · C · . gamzatwn o t e 
ntenm ommittee IS much better suited to develo . . . 
c~nsensus ~nd setting general guidelines, as opposed t:~~~e~oPf~lt!da: 
ta!led pohcies :U:d plans for their implementation. The detaile~ d~ve~
opn:ent ohf pohc!hes

1
can be better handled through the extensive delib-

erations t at are e d at the EB A £ d · · ( h Ar . I f . ew ecJslons sue as change in the 
tlc es o f\gre~ment) require the direct vote of the Board of Gover

nors and votmg IS usually done by tested telex. 

. 17 The current President of the World Bank ld lik . 
m1ttee transformed into a )'oint co 'tt I wou e to see the Intenm Com-

.mm.t ee a so. 
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Although ministerial committees have their limitations, it is dif
ficult to see what, if anything, can be gained from a new ministerial 
committee or an enhanced and more powerfnllnterim Committee. 18 

An enhanced EB would be a positive step and it should deal with the 
day-to-day issues of the Fund. The Interim (and Development) Com
mittee (the politicians) should tackle the big and broad political policy 
issues, leave the implementation of policies to the EB, but twist arms 
when necessary to reach international consensus on issues. Another 
committee would only dilute the importance and role of Interim 
Committee and add very little in the way of substance and improved 
decisions. It is not another committee that is needed. A more power
ful Interim Committee would need to spend the time to thrash out 
solutions. Ministers are invariably impatient, have little time and are 
largely interested in the 'big picture'. The big picture is what the In
terim Committee focuses on already. What the world needs is the will 
to adopt appropriate policies and programs. It is the will to do what is 
right for the world in the long run that is important, as opposed to 
what benefits a particular constituency in the short run. If govern
ments have the will, then the EB is the better venue for thrashing out 
the details and arriving at workable solutions. And the EB should not 
assign its responsibilities to the management or staff of the Fund. 

It is curious that at times of crisis the international community 
invariably wants new institutions, as opposed to building up and im
proving on existing ones. Institutions do not solve problems, people 
(leaders) with political will affect change. In February 1999, the G-7 
established a 'financial stability forum' to bring together finance min
istries, central banks, and financial regulators to strengthen supervi
sion of the international financial system (The Economist, 1999, 
p. 7 4). The forum is currently the initiative of the G-7 countries only. 
Each G-7 country will be allowed three representatives on the forum, 
one each from their finance ministry, central bank and 'senior super
visory authority'. The IMF and World Bank will have two members 
each, as will the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, the Inter
national Organization of Securities Commissions and the Interna
tional Association of Insurance Supervisors. The committee will be 
chaired for an initial period of three years by BIS General Manager 
Andrew Crockett and it will have a small secretariat in Basle. The fo-

18 A more powerful Interim Committee is the suggestion of the former German 
Minister of finance, Oskar Lafontaine. 
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rum clearly falls mark:dly short of recent calls to overhaul the inter
natlo'_lal fmanct~l archttecture. In particular, it is surprising that de
velopmg ~o~ntnes and emerging countries are excluded from the new 
forum; thts ts spectally odd given that it is in these countries where 
problems anse most often. The G-7 should not alone determine th 
architecture of the international financial systems; the process shoull 
also engage emergmg and developing economies. 

In the same vein, in early 1999, the United Nations laid out a 
bluepnnt for a new ~lobal body to regulate short-term capital flows 
wnh a vtew to wardmg off future crises. The body to be kn 
h W ld F . . l , own as 

t e or ~nanc~a Organization (WFO), would have a specific 
mandate deahng wtth the monitoring of all short-term cross-border 
flows. The WFO would be similar in concept to the World Trade 
Organtzatt_on and :vould study 'hot money' which can flow in and 
out of nattons at lightening speed with the help of computer tech
nology. 

In regard to new committees, the most disturbing development 
has been. the attempt of the US Congress to circumvent the role of 
the ~tenm Committee. As an integral part of the 1998 legislation ap
provmg the US quota increase, the Congress mandated the creation of 
a_ "J?ermanen.t advisory Commission to the Interim Committee" con
ststtng of legtslators from countries that appoint EDs Gimenez 1999). 
Thts commtsswn would, therefore, be composed of legislators from 
th~ US, Japar;, Germany, France and the UK, a very exclusive com
mittee for an mternatwnal institution! It is difficult to see how such a 
non-;epresentattve commtssion could add anything to global eco
nomtc and fmanctal cooperation and to the operations of the Fund 
Instead 1t will alienate most Fund members. There have also b . 
calls for new l~nding facilities to forestall crises and contagion. Aese~ 
result, on.Ap.nl25, 1999, the EB approved a new facility- Contin
gent Credit Lmes (CCL) -for members with: 

"[ ... ] strong policies as a precautionary line of defense readily avail
able against fUture balance of payments problems that might arise 
from Internatwn~ fl~anc1al contagion. The approval of financing 
under the CCLwtll stgnal the Fund's confidence in the member's 
economic pohcies, and in the member's determination to adjust 
them as needed should ~ontagion hit. The CCL is being estab
hshed for a tv.:o-year penod and wtll be reviewed after one year's 
e~penence. It.Is Intended to be a new instrument of crisis preven~ 
twn by creating further incentives for members to adopt strong 
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1. . d adhere to internationally accepted standards; by en-
po 1e1es an h · 
coura ing the constructive involvement of t e pn_vate. sector, 
there;y reducing the risks of contagion; and by s!gnalmg the 
Fund's willingness to provide its financing to the member should 
it be struck by contagion" (rMF 1999a). 

· · to be benefi-While some of these changes may' m ume, prove . 
cia! the international community should focus on !mprovmg ~he ex
isti~g organization. Rather than creating new commn;tees d com-

. . auld be wise to improve the compos!nOn an opera-
ffilSSlOns, we w C · th 
. f the Interim Committee, the Development ommlttee, e 
~~n~nd the management and staff of the Fund, incre~e IMF resources 
in a timely manner and rationalize IMF lendmg pohc1es. 

4. Management structure and staff 

4.1. Management structure 

F the Fund's inception, one of the unwritten (some refer to this as 
"~~~radition" or a "gentleman's agreement") Articles of Agreemen~ 
has been that the Managing Director (MD) would be a Eu~ope';',' ~ 

t Mana in Director (DMD) would be an Amencan. . e 
~::i~:~a~:Uing in :u;port of this position was that the represei_Itanve~ 
of creditors (or of likely creditors) should run a fmanc~lmsftutwnJ 

therwise the borrowers would lend all the money to t emse ves an 
~ankrupt the institution! Beginning in the earlyb 19:-~s t~re jas som: 
sentiment that the position of MD could also e .' e Y a apanes d 

tiona! (presumably as an honorary European). Smce ~he announce 
na. f Michel Camdessus in late 1999 (effecnve m early 2000), 
renrement o bl' l · d th practice of 
the Japanese government has pu !C y questwne e d h -
restricting the nationality of the MD to a European an ave pro 

posed a Japanese candidate. 

. . · kl d f the DMD the posi-
19 Most recently in 1993, glVel! the mcreasmg wo.r o~ir~ctor and tV:o Deputy 

tion was divided into three -:" .a Flrf~Pef~r: ~a~~~:ging Director (FDMD - the 
Mana_ping D~r.ectors. The positiOn i~h l~:s e co~tr~l of policy and relations .with G-7 
premle! posltwn .after th~ Mf; ibsence ~f the Managing Director) was assigned to a 
~~~~t1i~n:lti~c:~~~r~c~n:ith past practice when there was only one DMD). 
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While it may be readily accepted that a person whose heart and 
mind are committed only to the interest of borrowing countries 
should be ruled out for the position of MD or FDMD, it does not fol
low that these two positions should always be assigned to a European 
and an American respectively. As long as the industrial ~argely credi
tors) countries (US, Canada, Western Europe, Australia, New Zea
land and Japan) control over 50% of the votes, they can select whom
ever they wish for these positions. There seems to be no good reason, 
a priori, to restrict the nationality of the individuals who occupy these 
two positions in the Fund if in fact the Fund is to be seen as the in
ternational community's premier financial institution. On the other 
hand if it is to be run as a political institution, then there is good rea
son to base decisions on a highly restrictive citizenship criterion. By 
restricting the choice to Europeans and Americans, the world may be 
losing out on the most qualified international financial manager who 
may come from Australia, Latin America or Canada. Moreover, such 
a restrictive practice does not lend support to the Fund as an interna
tional institution. It alienates developing and emerging countries 
while serving no good purpose. 

While the national origin of the managing director or of the first 
deputy managing director should not be pre-determined, their profes
sional backgrounds should not be institutionalized either. These posi
tions have been almost exclusively filled by government bureaucrats 
and to a lesser extent by academics (see Tables 7 and 8). In view of the 
fact that the IMF is the guardian of the international financial system, 
senior managers of private sector institutions should also be considered 
for these posts.20 The market experience of such individuals would be 
invaluable to the global operations of the Fund in monitoring private 
capital flows (by far the lion's share of overall capital flows). 

Moreover, it is ironic that the US Congress, among others, ar
gues for transparency and openness of IMF policies and practices and 
yet it has no objection to something worse - unwritten, or "gentle
man's", agreements. Clearly if the IMF is to be strengthened, then all 
senior management positions should be opened to the best financial 
managers and minds. 

20 The presidents of the World Bank Group (always an American by a similar 
unwritten agreement) have had more diverse backgrounds, including commercial 
banking and investment banking (for their backgrounds refer to Table 9). 
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TABLE? 

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND OF THE IMP'S MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Managing Director 
(Nationality, Term) 

Mr Camille Gutt 
(Belgium, May 1946-May 1951) 

Mr Ivar Roath 
(Sweden, August 1951-0ctober 1956) 

Mr Per Jacobsson 
(Sweden, November 1956-May 1963) 

Mr Pierre-Paul Schweitzer 
(France, September 1963-August 1973) 

Mr H.J. Witteveen 
(Netherlands, September 1973-June 1978) 

Mr Jacques de Larosihe 
(France, June 1978-January 1987) 

Mr Michel Camdessus 
(France, January 1987-Present) 

Source: Various issues of IMF Annual Report 

History 

He practiced law and journalism before be
coming Minister of finance of Belgium in 
1935 and Minister of defense in 1942. 

He was first associated with private banking 
institutions in Stockholm. He began his ca
reer in the Stockholm Handelsbank. He be
came Governor of the central bank of Sweden 
(Sveriges Riksbank) in 1929. 

He lectured in economics at the Stockholm 
School of Forestry and at the School of Engi
neering. He published a number of articles in 
various periodicals. He became Economic 
Advisor of the Bank of International Settle
ment and head of its Monetary and Econom
ics Department in 1931. 

He joined the staff of the French 1'reasury 
where he was promoted to "Inspecteur des 
Finances" in 1939. He spent four years in 
Washington from 1949 to 1953 as Financial 
Counselor at the French Embassy. He re
turned to the French Treasury as "Directeur 
du tresor" in 1953, and held that post until he 
was appointed Deputy Governor of the cen
tral bank of France (Banque de France) in 
1960. 

He was employed in the Dutch Central Plan
ning Bureau in 1945, in which he gained the 
rank of Chief of Department. He became a 
professor of economics at the Rotterdam 
School of Economics from 1948. He then 
joined the Dutch Cabinet of Finance in 1963. 

He spent most of his career in the foreign 
service, which included many assignments to 
French embassies in numerous countries. He 
joined the Ministry of economy and finance 
in 1963. He subsequently became Director of 
the French 'Treasury in 1974. 

He was Chairman of the Paris Club in 1978. 
He was also Director of the French Treasury 
from February 1982. From November 1984, 
he became Governor of the central bank of 
France, 
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1'ABLE 8 

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND OF THE IMP'S DEPUTY 

MANAGING DIRECTORS 

Deputy Managing Director 
(Nationality, Term) 

Mr Andrew N. Overby 
(US, February 1949-January 1952) 

Mr H. Merle Cochran 
(US, March 1953-0ctober 1962) 

Mr Frank A. Southard, Jr 
(US, November 1962-February 1974) 

Mr William B. Dale 
(US, March 1974-May 1984) 

Mr Richard D. Erb 
(US, June 1984-June 1994) 

Mr Stanley Fischer 
(US, June 1994-Present) 

History 

He. began his career in banking in 1931 in the 
Irvmg Trus~ Company, New York, where he 
became Assistant to the Vice President in 1936. 
From August 1946, he served as Special Assis
tant to the Secretary of the Treasury. Since July 
1, 1947, .he served as Executive Director of the 
lnterna.ttonal Monetary Fund, appointed by 
the Uruted States. 

He ~pent most of his career in the Foreign 
service, which included many assignments 
aro~nd t~e world. From late 1932, he served 
as Ftnanctal Secretary of the US Emb · 
Paris. assy tn 

He. was. Pr?fessor of economics at Cornell 
Unrvemty m 1931; he became chairman of 
the Department of Economics in 1946. In 
1949, he became US Executive Director of th 
llvl:F, and Special Assistant to the Secretary 

0
£ 

the Treasury. 

In 1948 he joined the International Financial 
Staff of the l!S Treasury, in charge principally 
of representm? the Treasury overseas, Mr 
D~le was appomted in 1962 as US Executive 
Dtrector of the IMF. 

~e was a con~ultant in 1969 for Arthur D. 
Little Inc. and m 1971 joined Salomon Broth
ers). New York. In 1976 he became Deputy 
Asststant Secretary in the US Treasury De
partment. In 1977, he returned to consulting 
m the Comptroller of the Currency, US 
Tr~asury Department and in 1981 he was ap
pot~ted WF Executive Director for the 
Unrted States. 

~irst Deputy Managing Director. He was As
s~stant Pr~fessor of Economics at the Univer
Sity of Chtcag? until 1973 when he returned to 
MIT as Ass?ctate Professor in the Department 
of E.conomtcs .. He became Professor of eco
nomtcs at MIT tn 1977. From January 1988 to 
August 1990 he ser;-red as Vice President, De
velopment Economtcs and Chief Economist at 
the Wo.rl? ~ank. He returned to MIT' in 1990 
before JOining the WF in 1994. He has also 
~eld consulting appointments and has pub
hshed extensively. 
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Deputy Managing Director 
(Nationatility, Term) 

Mr Alassane Ouattara 
(Ivory Coast, June 1994-Present) 

Mr Prabhakar Narvekar 
(Indian, June 1994-February 1997) 

Mr Shigemitsu Sugisaki 
Qapan, February 1997-Present) 

Source.· Various issues of IMF Annual Report. 

'I' ABLE 8 (cont.) 

History 

H 
. . d the IMF in 1968 as an economist in 

e JOme l · · 1973 to 
the African Department eavmg 1? 
'oin the Central Bank for West ~fncan States 
J(BCEAO), where he became V:ce Gover~~~ 
. 1983 He rejoined the IMF m Novem 
m · . f h Af · Department 1984 as Dtrector o t e ncan . 

d was appointed Counsellor of the IMF m 
~a 1987. He returned to the BCEAO as 
Go:ernor in November 1988. Between ~o-

b r 1990 and December 1993, he serve as 
verne ~d'' 
Prime Minister of Cote lvmre. 

H 
. . d the IMF in 1953 as a Research As

e JOlne . . · the 
. t and held various posltlons m 

s1stan , ts before be
Asian and European Departmen . t 
in appointed Director of the ~slan J?epar-

g . 1986 He became SpeCial Advisor to 
menttn · p· A st 
the Managing Director of the IM m ugu 
1991. Mr Shigemitsu succeeded Mr Narvekar, 

who retired in 1997 · 

H 
. . d J an's Ministry of finance in 1964, 

e lome ap £ · · · Jud 
h he held a number o positiOnS, l?C -

~ e:~at of Deputy Vice Minister of fmance 
~~; International Affairs in 1990-91. He be
came a Special Advisor to the IMF's Manag

ing Director in August 1994. 
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TABLE 9 

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND OF WORLD BANK PRESIDENTS 

President 
(Teem) 

Mr Eugene Meyer 
Qune 1946-January 1947) 

Mr John]. McCloy 
(M"ch 1947-Apcil1949) 

Mr Eugene Black 
Quly 1949-December 1962) 

Mr George Woods 
Qanuary 1963-March 1968) 

Mr RobertS. McNamara 
(Apcil1968-June 1981) 

Mr A. W. Clausen 
Guly 1981-June 1986) 

Mr Barber B. Conable 
Guly 1986-August 1991) 

Mr Lewis T. Preston 
(September 1991-May 1995) 

Mr James D. Wolfenson 
Gune 1995-present) 

Source: Various issues of World BankAnnualReport. 

History 

He assumed office on June 25, 1946, He was 
the owner of the Washington Post and active 
in banking circles, as head of a successful 
banking house {Eugene Meyer & Co.) 

He was a lawyer and counsel to Chase Na
tional Bank. He held positions in the execu
tive branch of the US Government (including 
Assistant Secretary of W-ar). 

He was an investment banker and Senior Vice 
President of Chase Manhattan Bank; previ
ously he was US Executive Director to the 
Bank and Assistant Secretary at the US Treas
ury. 

He was an investment banker and Chairman 
of First Boston Corp. 

He was President of Ford Motor Co. and Sec
retary of Defense in the Kennedy and John
son Administrations. 

He was with Bank of America and Bank 
America Corp. for 32 years, serving the last 
11 years as President and CEO. 

He was a member of the House of Represen
tatives from 1965-85, serving 18 years on the 
House Ways and Means Committee. 

He joined J.P. Morgan & Co. in 1951, where 
he became President and later Chairman of 
the Board and CEO. 

He established his career since 1946 as an in
ternational investment banker with a parallel 
involvement in development issues and the 
global environment. 
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NATIONALITY DISTRJBUTION OF PROFESSIONAL AND 
MANAGERIAL STAFF BY REGION 

(in percent) 

1980 1990 
Region a 

3.8 5.8 
Africa 

12.3 12.7 
Asia 1.4 1.9 

Japan 10.9 10.8 
Other Asia 

39.5 35.1 
Europe 6.9 5.5 

FranCe 
3.7 4.3 

Germany 
1.7 1.4 

Italy 
8.2 8.0 

United Kingdom -
BRO countriesb 

-
19.0 15.9 

Other Europe 

5.4 5.5 
Middle East 

39.1 41.0 
Western hemisphere 

2.6 2.8 
Canada 

25.9 25.9 
United States 

10.6 12.3 
Other Western hemisphere 

100.0 100.0 

TABLE 10 

1997 

5.2 

15.0 
1.6 

13.4 

33.2 
4.5 
3.8 
2.8 
7.0 
1.1 

14.0 

6.1 

40.5 
3.5 

25.5 
11.5 

100.0 
Total 

c distribution of the IMF's area departments. Th.e European 
Regwns are defmed on. th~ basJshof ~h~ count y D artment and the European II Department. fhe Middle 
region includes countnes lr; b~t t e uro~ean ep 
East region includes countnes 10 North ~fnca. . . 
The Baltics, Russia and other former Soviet Unton countnes. 

Source: IMP Annual Report 1998, IMf, Washington. 
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In the same vein, the term of the MD and FDMD should be lim
ited to encourage new blood, and to allow for the infusion of new 
ideas. Whereas the average tenure of MDs and DMDs has been long, 
it has been especially long compared to the average tenure of EDs in 
general, and it is even longer compared to that of EDs in recent years. 
More appropriate would be something along the lines of a single term 
of five years, or two three-year terms. Tenures exceeding ten years are 
too long for the top management of an institution where change and 
accommodation to change should be the anthem. 

4.2. IMP staff 

A number of the 'stars' among the old timers at the Fund (and at the 
World Bank) characterize the contributions of the staff as "20 percent 
do 60 percent of the work". The percentages may be slightly different 
from one account to another, but the message is the same. For an insti
tution that preaches efficiency, liberalization, transparency and good 
policies to countries, the IMF should also examine its own house if it is 
to enjoy credibility around the world. What are the issues in improving 
the quality, efficiency and effectiveness of the IMF staff? 

As an international institution, the IMF must do all it can to 
promote national diversity in its staff without sacrificing quality. 
While some maintain that there are strict and implicit employment 
quotas (namely, in proportion to a country's quota), some consideraw 
tion of such percentages may not be a bad target; a target but not an 
actual percentage that must be adhered to; a target with strong quality 
constraints. Clearly staff from emerging and developing economies 
could provide the Fund with insightful advice to enhance Fund
country relations. 21 

At the end of 1997, 122 countries were represented on staff, 
while 60 countries had no representation on the staff.22 Table 10 con
tains the regional distribution of the Fund's professional and manage
rial staff. 

21 One of the authors of this paper will never forget the advice offered by a 
World Bank staff member in a meeting reviewing Bahrain's economic policies; the 
advice was for Bahrain to set up gambling casinos to attract tourists. A good catalyst 
for a revolution in Bahrain! 

22 For f1.1rther details see Th1F (1998, p. 100). 
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. l aff · 1 ly composed of Ph.D. 
The Fund's professwna st IS arge M 

. h W t or at least trained in the West. ore spe-
economJsts from t e es .' . f h rofessional staff, a significant 
cifically, whatever the ~ngms. o dtP~ b economists, the point being 
majority are US umversltyftrame al ba~k~rounds of the Fund staff are 
that the academiC and P~0 ~s~wn . l origins may be more diverse). 
not diverse (even thoug t elr natwna d more than the advice 
Sound development policies shouldhbehbvaesel. oi~~d the Fund usually di-

. d PhD econonusts w o a . 
of US-trame · · ki in government bureaucraCieS 
rectly upon graduation or a.fter wo~ d n~he US also provide first-rate 
for a few years. Umversmes outs! e rl'ence ,· n banking investment 

d · p · vate sector expe ' . 
grad~ate e ~c~!O~k n ld only be helpful. Individuals with ~xpen
banbng an t . e. 1 e t~u . al institutions and in public admJmstra
ence m superviSIOn o mancden and deepen IMF advice. 
tion would supplement, broba l . of frequent discrimination 

The IMF's staff mem ers comp allnd . . hich permits cle-
f · personne eClstons, w 

and of lack o transparency m 1 d !lows favoritism to continue 
cisions to be m~de mco'_lslste.nt y ~ :nder lines. The Fund, in re
along race, rehgwn, natwnal~ty d g unprecedented discrimination 
sponse to staff concerns, con ucte ar: 1 'nts (Sim son 1999). 

. . 1996 which reported dJsturbmg comp a!. PI . d h 
revww m d 1 in countnes camp a~ne t at 
In particular, employe~s frdm eve 

0
[ th g employees from industrial-

the Fund o~era:ed to .t e ~ va~t~~:r~ an~ mostly to the advantage of 
ized countnes, Its maJor s . are o k , ho can write quickly. Even if 
those who a~e native Enghsh srea ~r~ ~his widely held belief among 
such complamts are not stnct y v 1 , ot resent a healthy at
the staff from non-indusftrdi.al cou.ntn.es d~e: ~ide;pread belief thereof, 
mosphere· appearance o tscnrrunanon, 

'. lity in such matters. 
may be as Important ahrea 11 h ld beliefs the Fund has ap-

In the hce of t ese ge~:::r:t e This special advisor, with the 

pointed afSpheC!MalDAd~~so~pop:rently initiated a number of programs to 
support o t e , . . d b d 23 . . b tr of ongm an y gen er. 
enhance d1vers1ty - Y coun Yf . l b kground and educational 

'd h t n o natwna ac 
Besl e~ t e promo 10 a number of other policy initiations that 

diversity m JtS staf~f t~~:~ are IMF salary structure is more akin to 
could enhance sta eb!Clency. h that of a private sector institu-
h f t ureaucracy t an f 1' 

t at o a governme:' l l 'f' d (although receiving a lot o 1p 
tion. Meritocracy ts arge y sacn tee 

" IMF (1998, p. 101). 
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service) for the sake of promoting harmony among the majority, 
breeding mediocrity. Historically, the nature of appointments at the 
Fund (with the exception of fixed-term appointments) are similar to 
that of tenure in academic institutions. Once you are over an imagi
nary hump, the job is for life; but at the Fund, unlike in academics, 
the more generous salary and associated benefits create for some a 
'golden cage' from which it is hard to escape. Tenure for staff, 
whether actual or inferred, is damaging for the Fund. Effective staff 
members should be promoted and highly paid; the inefficient should 
be let go. Efficiency starts at home. For an institution that requires 
fiscal responsibility, efficiency, etc., from its members, it should ask 
no less of itself. Meritocracy, in salary and in continued employment 
of staff, must become an institutional obsession. Again the Fund 
claims that it has begun to implement such a program: 24 

"To recruit and retain the staff it needs, the IMF has developed a 
compensation and benefits system that is designed to be competi
tive, to reward performance, and to take account of the special 
needs of a multinational and largely expatriate staff''. 

While the goal of senior management is on the mark, actual per
formance may have been somewhat different. A number of senior 
staff members complain that the Fund could be run more efficiently; 
staff morale may be on the low side; and the Fund's overall organiza
tional structure could be improved. Over the past three years, about 
forty or so senior and mid-level staff have left the Fund for the private 
sector. Although some of this attrition may be strictly due to salary 
considerations and may be quite healthy, some argue that it is more 
an indication of low morale. No matter what the reason, this attrition 
represents a significant loss of human capital for the Fund. 

In sum, to initiate the necessary changes, some proactive policies 
are needed. The EB should take a more active supervisory role in staff 
matters by initiating reforms and proposals. At the same time, the 
EDs must refrain from promoting nepotism (an often-voiced criticism 
of staff members) by interfering in staff appointments and promo
tions; there is no room for petty political considerations in the selec
tion of division chiefs, advisors, assistant directors, deputy directors 
and directors of departments. To create an appropriate atmosphere 

14 Ibid. 
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for promoting meritocracy, the term of the EDs, MD, FDMD and 
DMDs should be limited. The staff should not be held to a higher 
standard while some board members and the senior management are 
given tenure. All of these policies would also be helped by an EB 
whose governance is close to that of a private sector institution. 

5. Political dimensions, transparency and credibility 

5.1. Political dimensions 

As a financial institution, national political considerations should 
have little or no place in the Fund (or in the World Bank). To the 
extent that political expediency drives the Fund today, political 
developments will also be the sand that grinds it to a halt tomorrow. 
Sadly, politics have played a role over and over again - delayed loans 
to Nicaragua and Pakistan, special considerations in loans for Mexico 
and Russia and special board representation for China and Russia. 
Policy inconsistencies based on political expediencies can only 
undermine the Fund, with both the credibility of the Fund and the 
integrity of the international financial system at stake. Invariably, 
when the Fund is accused of politically motivated decisions and of 
double standards, the US is accused of acting behind the scenes to 
promote its interests. During the Sandinista's regime, Nicaragua 
applied for a loan. All the 't's were crossed and all the 'i's were dotted, 
but the US did not want balance of payments financing for the 

Sandinistas. US lobbying prevailed. 
Nowhere is the US role more apparent than in the Fund's rela-

tion with Russia, Mexico and South Korea. Since joining the IMF in 
1992, Russia has become one of its largest borrowers, receiving over 
$ 20 billion in loans and other assistance. With each loan, the IMF re
quired Russia to adopt economic reforms. Even though Moscow 
rarely fulfills its promises, the IMF continues to disperse money. It is 
telling that the conditions of most of these loans are virtually identical 
to the Fund's conditionality since 1992. The problem is that the IMF 
has continued to distribute funds to Russia despite institutional resis
tance and an inability to implement the reforms necessary for finan
cial recovery and growth. In other words, the cheap credits allowed 
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Mexico as its first beneficiary was again unfortunate because it sent 
the wrong signal to the financial markets; corruption, lack of com
mitment and failure will be rewarded. In the same vein, it is telling 
that the size of the 1995 IMF package to Mexico was at that time the 
largest IMF package as a percent of quota (see Table 4). 

The 1998 Korean Program is another stark instance of US po
litical pressure. Although the package exceeded normal Fund lending 
limits, it also imposed a number of conditions that had never been 
imposed before - one condition for the loan was the opening up of 
the Korean market to foreign competition and foreign ownership (a 
long-standing US pre-occupation) and another was that no IMF re
sources could be used for Korean industries that compete with the US 
in world markets. 

Because of US actions, the Fund has increasingly been accused of 
becoming an instrument of US foreign policy. This accusation was given 
more factual credibility with the debate and passage of US congressional 
legislation approving the US quota increase in 1998. Again, it is impor
tant to recall that the Fund was desperately in need of additional re
sources and thus the US Congress (over the objection of The White 
House and of the US Treasury) used its powers to extract extraordinary 
concessions and to impose extraordinary conditions in approving the 
quota increase. Congress imposed a number of specific IMF restrictions 
on the Korean economy, created new commissions with restricted 
memberships to affect IMF policies and imposed an audit of the IMF by 
the US General Accounting Office.25 This raw exercise of power was fur
ther demonstrated as Congress gave the Fund's other major shareholders 
fifteen days to publicly accept congressional demands before the legisla
tion would be enacted. The G-7 accepted the terms after discussions, but 
the rest of the world was left out in the cold; emerging and developing 
countries were not consulted but will now be subjected to policies that 
they did not enact. Such blatant disregard for the Fund as an interna
tional institution will not serve long-term global interests. 

In sum, the role of politics must be reduced in IMF policies and 
operations. To achieve this, the size of special (qualified) voting ma
jorities for certain decisions should be significantly reduced. Quota 
calculations, quota allocations and voting structure should be revised. 
These changes will reduce the ability of the US to pressure the Fund 

25 For an extensive discussion of these and their implications, see Jimenez (1999). 
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resources and more. These decisions appear opaque not only to the 
outside world, but in some instances even to the institution's EB. 

To enhance its credibility, the Fund must find a way to monitor 
what happens to its loans. How is the money used? Does it go into a 
black hole? Does it bail out local politicians and the well-connected? 
Does it find its way into Swiss bank accounts? These are critical ques
tions for the IMF's long-term credibility. Otherwise taxpayers (espe
cially those in emerging and developing countries) will be paying the 
Fund back for years to come for enriching corrupt local politicians; 
this is not the recipe to support long-term IMF credibility and to en
hance the living standards of the disadvantaged. 

The IMF's new interest in good governance is ironic given its 
own track record. The IMF lent over $ 1 billion to Zaire's legendary 
corrupt leader, Mobutu Sese Seko. From 1972 to 1995, Zaire received 
approximately $ 1.8 billion in IMF loans. In 1972, per capita GDP 
(measured in constant 1987 US dollars) was $ 683 in Zaire; in 1993, it 
was only$ 317, or some 54% less than it had been before Zaire re
ceived any loans. Kenya received IMP assistance which went into a 
black hole throughout the 1990s and the country was only recently 
admonished." Moreover, in recent years, the IMP has extended and 
continues to extend loans to Russia despite overwhelming evidence of 
corruption and an absence of progress in the adoption of recom
mended policies. In sub-Saharan Africa, after two decades of devel
opment planning financed largely by the IMF and World Bank, there 
is a lower per capita income today than when aid started. The Fund 
needs to audit what happens to its loans and to related borrowings. 

While the Fund implements this sensitive task, its programs 
must not be used as a vehicle to gain unrelated (and unnecessary) con
cessions from countries - for example, to increase foreign ownership 
in local firms. This is both myopic and political. If the Fund allows it
self to be used in this way, it will be taking a step backwards. 

26 IMP's conditions in 1998 for resuming lending to Kenya require that it ap
points directors to its anti-corruption authority. 
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6. Conclusion 

Any organization can benefit from periodic and thorough review to 
assess the need for reform. The IMF is no exception. In the event that 
reform is needed, it should not be a superficial quick fix but 

comprehensive and long-term. 
In the fifty years since its inception, the Fund has not been sub-

jected to a truly comprehensive review. Piecemeal changes and political 
expediencies have been the order of the day. While the world economy 
and the financial system have gone through profound and dramatic 
changes, the Fund which is entrusted with its coordination has not. 
Now is as good a time as any for the Fund to examine itself, to change 
and to adapt. If the review is to stand the test of time, it should not 
only address IMF program policies, but it should be truly comprehen
sive, involving questions of governance, organization, day-to-day opera
tions, capital structure and the like. These areas encompass a number of 
elements that bear close scrutiny, including quotas and voting struc
ture, EB and management functions, personnel policies, policy inde
pendence and transparency, credibility and resource availability. While 
policy reforms have received broad coverage within the financial, po
litical and academic community, these organizational and operational 

issues have been largely ignored. 
Besides reforms, the Fund should also endeavor to build more 

international support for its policies. The IMF negotiates its programs 
with a mere handful of government officials, usually the finance min
ister and central bank head, and it has no formal process to consult 
with civil society. Prime Minister Tony Blair of the UK suggested 
that the IMF should be subject to a more external evaluation of its 
policies and should attempt to build a public consensus about its re
forms (Wighton 1998). The IMF could appoint a committee of exter
nal reviewers (composed of businessmen, academics and representa
tives of NGOs) for each geographical region of the world to assess 
Fund programs for that region; a start in this direction has already 
been made for Latin America. The process of external evaluations is 
moving ahead rapidly; ESAF, research and surveillance have all been 
subjected to external review and other areas will probably follow. 
This is to the benefit of the long-term health of the institution. Civil 
society groups can be instrumental in simulating an objective debate 
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